SUMMER SERIES 2021
We are thrilled to offer exciting Summer Series to enrich your
child’s learning experience (1) FUN-n-LEARN Series' and (2) JUMP
START MATH
We are offering 28 exciting modules in FUN-n-LEARN series and
20 modules in JUMP START MATH series. All modules will be ONEweek long - MON thru FRI - maximum of 5 students per class to ensure high level of attention to your child's experience. To
provide you flexibility, you can register for any number of
modules as you wish as each of these is an independent learning
experience. Look for more information in this newsletter and on
our website.
www.happybugacademy.com
kay@happybugacademy.com
314-593-0311
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FUN-n-LEARN
We are offering an exciting opportunity for kids to explore the
world around us through HANDS-ON experiments, GROUP PROJECTS,
INDEPENDENT PROJECTS, GOOGLE JAMBOARD, INTERACTIVE
VIDEOS & various other tools! Check out the details...

JUMP START MATH
If your student just wants to FIRM UP the MATH concepts for the
current GRADE and / or get a JUMP START for next year's MATH,
this is the SERIES for your child!!
Grades 1st THRU 9th

JOIN US FOR THE SUMMER FUN !!

Virtual
Summer Series 2021!!
Limited spots available
www.happybugacademy.com

4-6 years

A1- Plants, Animals & Birds
A2- Beyond Our Planet
A3- Brain & Heart!
A4- Planes, Trains & Automobiles
A5- Planet Earth
A6- What is Science?
A7- Wonders of the world
A8- Build Healthy Body & Mind

8-10 years

C1- Social Media & Safety
C2- Exploring Our Universe
C3- Brain & Heart
C4- Public Speaking
C5- Microsoft Office
C6- Want to be a Scientist?
C7- Around the World in 5 days
C8- Build Healthy Body and Mind

6-8 years

B1- Plants, Animals & Birds
B2- Want to be an Astronaut?
B3- Brain & Heart
B4- Public Speaking
B5- Microsoft Office
B6- Want to be a Scientist?
B7- Wonders of the world
B8- Build Healthy Body & Mind

10-12 years

D1- Want to be an Engineer?
D2- Want to be an Entrepreneur?
D3- Financial Literacy
D4- Public Speaking

PROMOTIONS!
I am delighted to share promotions of these students!!
They all have have worked hard and they continue to excel at school!
Yavin Mohammad (Promoted to Kindergarten)
Yavin is a brilliant young man! He works on his lessons with
confidence! He is ready to take on new challenges. He is
always on time to the sessions, ready to learn! Yavin's
bubbly personality is contagious! Watch out for this young
man to shine bright in the future!
Shail Bhasin (Promoted to 1st Grade)
Shail has quickly progressed from Kindergarten to 1st
Grade after joining Happy Bug Academy. He continues to
amaze me with his ability to learn new concepts. He is
super sweet & has a huge heart! He is beaming with
compassion and kindness every time I see him! Also he is a
big and I mean a BIG fan of dinosaurs. If you have any
question about dinosaurs, he is the person to reach out!
Ishita Joshi (Promoted to 2nd Grade)
Ishita is such a delight to work with! She is very particular
in completing her homework. I Can't remember if she has
any incomplete homework lessons to date. Her study
habits are exemplary! I can always count on her on
finishing her homework. Sometimes I forget to ask her if
she completed her homework because I am confident that
she always completes it.

Zayvien Mohammad (Promoted to 3rd Grade)
Zayvien's calm and composed demeanor while working
on challenging questions is intriguing! He is already
thinking about college scholarships. He has even tried
working on high school geometry! That is dedication and
determination! He is meticulous in completing his
homework until he gets 100% on every single lesson.
Can't wait to see him excel in every class!
Arjun Srinath (Promoted to 5th Grade)
Arjun has an impressive ability to understand and
process math concepts! He is amazingly swift with his
calculations. After joining Happy Bug Academy, he
progressed to 4th grade and successfully completed
end of the year fourth grade test to be placed in 5th
grade. Sky is the limit for his talent. I can't wait to see
him progressing through middle school onto high school!
He is the dream student of every teacher!
Arnav Muley (Promoted to Algebra II)
Arnav is a great student to work with! He is cool as a
cucumber under pressure! His grasp of concepts is
amazing! His ability to think about the alternate ways to
solve a problem is exemplary! What makes him unique is
his politeness and maturity! He is already exceling in
Algebra II. I can't wait to find out the colleges he will be
applying to and see him excel during this exciting
journey!

We had a blast at the quiz party!
Thank you PRK-6th grade for making this event so much fun!
Congratulations to all the students for doing so great on the
quizzes!
Thank you for showing off those cool dance moves!!
I am practicing pretty cool moves for our next party!
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